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All businesses need help in the fight against cyber attacks 
— particularly small to midsized businesses. Attacks are 
becoming more sophisticated and the costs increasingly 
fatal. If the worst happens to your business, how would you 
respond? Would you be able to cover the costs of a hack?

That’s where Cyberboxx™ steps in.

How It Works
Cyberboxx™ provides your business with comprehensive 
cyber and data insurance coverage. In one affordable 
package, members benefit from:

INSURE YOUR BUSINESS
AGAINST CYBER THREATS

TM

outsmarting cyber risk together.

TM

• Online and accredited cybersecurity 
training for all employees

• Options to boost your security with 
prevention services

• 24/7 breach response on speed-dial



For more information on how BOXX Insurance may be of value to you,
please contact sales@boxxinsurance.com  
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          Cyberboxx™ Insurance + Training
            Cyberboxx™ 1-Star Membership and up

Protect your business with comprehensive liability coverage and a 24/7 
breach response team. Also increase employee awareness and support 
regulatory compliance with the BOXX Academy™ training program.

FOUR CYBERBOXX™ MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS

          Cyber Score & Cyber Alerts (via BOXX Mobile™)
            Cyberboxx™ 2-Star Membership and up

Further reduce your risk of being hacked with your own Cyber Risk 
Score. You’ll receive alerts to your BOXX Mobile™ app when your 
score changes, with the actionable insights you need to keep safe.

          Hackbusters™ Managed Security Service
            Cyberboxx™ 3-Star Membership and up

Boost your I.T. team’s security without having to add expensive 
hires or costly technology. Count on our team of cybersecurity 
experts to provide 24/7 monitoring and protection of your network.

          Managed Back-Up and Recovery Service
            Cyberboxx™ 4-Star Membership

Ensure your data is kept safe by having it backed up, replicated, 
and fully managed through our seamless backup and recovery 
solution. All data is stored securely on premise and in the cloud.


